
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of the cost-of-living crisis on the grocery retailing sector
•• The performance of the major grocery retailers in 2021
•• The main channels used to purchase food and drink and how this is

evolving
•• How grocery shopping behaviours have changed as a result of COVID-19

and the cost of living crisis
•• The role of online and the impact of online-only specialists
•• The impact of the cost of living crisis on consumer shopping behaviours

and attitudes towards sustainability.

If ever a single statistic illustrated the extent to which the cost of living crisis is
impacting on Italian consumers’ grocery shopping habits it is that 23% of
grocery shoppers would consider taking out a short-term loan to pay for
groceries, peaking at 41% among Gen Zs.

The changes in grocery spending and shopping behaviour that consumers are
making or considering in order to be able to cope with the cost of living crisis
that has occurred during 2022 are many and this is just one of them. They are
also trading down to own label products from brands and switching to
shopping more with discounters, as well as trying to reduce food waste.

The relentless rise of discount food retailers like Eurospin, Lidl, MD and Aldi
represents a major threat to the status quo enjoyed by the major mainstream
grocery retailing chains in the past few decades. Our research shows that,
while their market penetration has increased, crucially they have made the
biggest gains in terms of securing consumers’ main shops – traditionally more
people have tended to use them for secondary rather than main shops but this
is changing.

In the midst of a cost of living crisis, retailers have an opportunity to build
stronger relationships with their customers and cement their loyalty by being
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more proactive in showing them ways to save money and reduce waste but
also by trying to increase the appeal of their loyalty schemes so that customers
are less likely to occasionally stray.
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• Discounters: Lidl closes the gap but Eurospin still leads, Aldi
far behind
Figure 11: Italy: TOP 10 GROCERS’ SHARES OF ALL FOOD
RETAILERS’ SALES, 2021

• Online

• How should mainstream supermarkets react to the ongoing
cost of living crisis?

• Push their loyalty schemes
• Promote own label
• Give them tips on saving money
• Show consumers ways to be sustainable and save money at

the same time
• Provide more bulk-buying opportunities
• Move closer to consumers
• What can discounters do to hold on to market share gains?
• Keep opening new stores and churning estates
• Segment ranges to include more premium lines
• Utilise loyalty schemes to build long-term relationships with

customers

Figure 12: Italy: consumer spending on core in-home food
and drink categories (including VAT), 2017-22

Figure 13: Italy: food retailers’ sales (excluding VAT), 2017-23

Figure 14: Italy: estimated percentage distribution of
consumer spending on food and drink by channel, 2017-21

• The economy
Figure 15: Italy: key economic indicators, 2021-24

• Inflation
Figure 16: Italy: annual average consumer prices* of food and
drink, annual % change, 2017-21
Figure 17: ITALY: monthly average consumer prices* of food
and drink, annual % change, 2021-22

• Consumer confidence bounces back after reaching record
lows
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Figure 18: ITALY: TRENDS IN LEVELS OF CONSUMER
CONFIDENCE*, 2021-22

• The impact of the cost of living crisis
Figure 19: Italy: financial situation of Italian consumers, 2022
Figure 20: Italy: issues affecting Italian consumers in the past
two months, 2022

• Retailer focus must remain on price
Figure 21: Italy: important factors when buying food and drink,
2022

• Interest rate rises will further exacerbate cost of living
pressures

Figure 22: Italy: who shops for groceries, 2019-22

• Rise of the discounters
Figure 23: Italy: grocery retailers shopped at (net), 2020-22

• Usage of discounters is growing for main and secondary
grocery shops
Figure 24: Italy: grocery shoppers who shop at selected
discounters*, 2020-22

• Shoppers have a broad portfolio of places where they buy
groceries
Figure 25: Italy: main versus other grocery shopping by
retailer, 2021-22

• Retailers shopped at for main grocery shop
Figure 26: Italy: retailer shopped at for main grocery shop,
2021-22

• Other grocery retailers shopped at
Figure 27: Italy: other grocery retailers shopped at, 2021-22

• Retailers’ exposure to the cost of living crisis
Figure 28: Italy: shoppers at leading grocery chains, by net
monthly household income, 2022
Figure 29: Italy: shoppers at leading grocery chains, by
financial situation, 2022

• Four in five grocery shoppers belong to loyalty/membership
schemes
Figure 30: Italy: usage of grocery retailer loyalty/membership
schemes, 2022

• Lidl over-indexes on loyalty card members relative to its
market share

WHO SHOPS FOR GROCERIES

WHERE THEY SHOP

USAGE OF GROCERY RETAILER LOYALTY SCHEMES
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Figure 31: Italy: usage of grocery retailer loyalty/membership
schemes, by retailer, 2022

• Cost of living pressures manifest themselves in many
behavioural changes

• Reducing food waste: a relatively easy win
• Trading down is driving own label growth and rise of

discounters
• Improving loyalty scheme appeal can help to retain

customers
• Loyalty schemes are changing shopper behaviour during

cost of living crisis
• Loyalty schemes are acting as catalysts to change retailers

during the cost of living crisis
• Retailers need to be more proactive with helping customers

save money
• Almost a quarter of Italians would consider taking out a

short-term loan to pay for groceries
Figure 32: Italy: agreement with statements about grocery
shopping, 2022

• Lidl and Eurospin customers most likely to be changing
behaviour due to cost of living crisis

• Carrefour customers keenest on short-term loans
Figure 33: Italy: agreement with statements about grocery
shopping, by grocery retailers shopped at (net), 2022

• Lidl and Conad loyalty scheme members most interested in
rewards for recycling

• Lidl customers most likely to say loyalty deals have become
more important to them
Figure 34: Italy: agreement with statements about grocery
shopping and loyalty/membership schemes, by usage of
grocery retailer loyalty/membership schemes by retailer,
2022

• Selex challenges Conad for market leadership…
Figure 35: Italy: Conad grocery brands profile, 2021

• …as Coop loses ground
• Esselunga continues to gain share but loses ground on

market leaders
• Discounters: Lidl closes the gap but Eurospin still leads, Aldi

far behind

ATTITUDES TOWARDS GROCERY SHOPPING

THE RETAILERS
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• Own label becomes a more important battleground as cost
of living crisis bites

• Convenience stores carve out a niche
• Other grocery retailers

Figure 36: Italy: lEADING GROCERS, SALES (EXCL VAT),
2017-21
Figure 37: Italy: lEADING GROCERS, OUTLETS, 2017-21

Figure 38: Italy: leading grocers’ shares of all food retailers’
sales, 2017-21

• Online grocery retailing in Italy
• Leading online players
• The leading grocers
• Specialist online grocery players
• Rapid grocery delivery

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology
• Data sources

MARKET SHARES

ONLINE

APPENDIX – RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, DATA SOURCES AND
ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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